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BI: Building Yesterday’s Future Today
“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.”

Niels Bohr
Our ideas about information are outdated.
“We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.”

Albert Einstein

How did we get where we are today?
The first information explosion, the first metadata
Clay Tech has some familiar limitations
Information Management v2.0 Paper Tech

Lighter, denser, faster storage media
More information = need for new metadata techniques: content tagging, author catalogs
Discovery of one tradeoff between clay and paper...
Paper Tech v2.1: increased storage density, smaller form factor, random access, high res RGB graphics
Better embedded metadata: title page, colophon, ToC
Paper Tech v2.2

Huge information explosion: 8M books in 1500, 200M by 1600

More data management innovations:

- Perfect copies
- Indices
- Topical catalogs
- First real encyclopedia
- Font standardization

Taxonomy ascends
Buffon

Bottom up orientation
Flexible structure
Explanatory, descriptive

Much like faceted search
Linnaeus

Top down orientation
Static structure
Descriptive rather than explanatory

*Much like a schema...*
Paper Tech v2.3

Second printing information explosion:

▪ Universal classifications
▪ Card catalogs, cross-referencing, random access metadata
▪ Trading effort and flexibility for storage and retrieval
▪ Dewey vs. Cutter
Core Principle Throughout Human History:

New technology development generates

New information scale and availability generates

New methods to cope

rinse, repeat
Nothing We Do is Original: the Mundaneum

Paul Otlet at his desk
19th Century ETL
Writing to the Database, Note Multi-processing
Large Scale Information Storage
The Personal Computer Was Invented in 1934

Future vision:

- Technological developments will improve the ability to manage information
- Current technologies can be integrated to provide individual discovery, access and collaboration
The Mundaneum Worked, For a While

Two primary flaws of the Mundaneum:

- Static, top-down classification system
- Loading could not keep up with data production rates

*Sounds familiar*
Every technology is a tradeoff between something

History is always the same:
- Top down vs. bottom up
- Hierarchy vs. network
- Disempowerment vs. autonomy
- Simplicity vs. flexibility

Top down authoritarian hierarchy usually wins because it’s more pragmatic, but suffers from accumulated change leading to a revolution.
Industrial Era Automation Takes Off

An Assembly Line of the Ford Motor Company
Technology Has Changed (a lot) But We Haven’t

Calculations per second per $1000

10,000 X improvement

DW architecture and methods start here

Data: Ray Kurzweil, 2001

This is where technology exuberance gets you
Resources are scarce.
Therefore centralize: that solves all problems!

- Creates bottlenecks
- Causes scale problems
- Enforces a single model

In some organizations and areas of business “data warehouse” is a bad word.
BI tools are a commodity
Commodity Shift is Enabling the Self-serve IT Bypass
...Right at a Time When IT is Challenged Meeting Needs
Users Are Uniform
Therefore standardize: it’s simpler for everyone
How We Think of Users

Our design point is the passive consumer of information.

Proof: methodology

- IT role is requirements, design, build, deploy, administer
- User role is run reports

Self-serve BI is not like picking the right doughnut from a box.
How We Think of Users

Our design point is the passive consumer of information. Proof:

- **IT role** is requirements, design, build, deploy, administer
- **User role** is run reports

Self-serve BI is not like picking the right doughnut from a box.

How We Want Users to Think of Us

How We Want Users to Think of Us
How We Think of Users

What Users Really Think
**User Perspectives**

They need to do things on their own schedule, not according to an IT plan.

The nature of most knowledge work is reacting to and analyzing new problems. For IT it’s repeatability.

New problems and projects usually require new data.

*Slow IT response = lost opportunity, frustration, increased shadow IT.*
BI is not the end of the line
We think of BI as publishing, which it isn’t
Excel is not the Problem, BI is the Problem

Because we see BI as the endpoint, we see Excel as a viewer. It isn’t. This is why export-to-excel doesn’t help.

For an *individual*, Excel is often the easiest path: add missing data, derive data, share results, usability. People don’t want to learn more tools unless they are directly related to their jobs.

*Excel is also nearly universal in reach and familiarity.*
Models are stable.
The Origin of BI Backlog: Initial Build

Minimum ROI hurdle for initial project to be built, infrastructure created

Consultants leave here

Future work planned for

Done

Projects
The Origin of BI Backlog: Next Phase

Fewer resources, so work takes slightly longer to complete, but not so long as initial build

Minimum ROI hurdle is lower for subsequent work
The Long Tail of BI

This is what happens to successful data warehouses

ROI

Done

"Oh crap"

Projects
Prioritizing the Long Tail of BI

Financial priorities, business priorities, steering committees, budget limits, time-boxing…

(Guess which things get done)
The Long Tail of BI: Why We Have Spreadmarts

Mismanage this process and you have a legacy system everyone complains about
Requirements, data sources

ETL / DI

Warehouse / Mart

BI / Analytics server

Clients

Metadata stored here, almost but not quite the same each time

This process is fine for the initial build.

Three months later, not so much.

The common MD repo was supposed to fix this (#fail)
The Process is Not a Waterfall, It’s a Cycle

This only recognizes the slower IT infrastructure side of the process. The BI layer is the starting point for users, not the end point.
Control

BI is still using the old assumptions of hierarchy and centralized control rooted in organizing around the economics of scarcity.

People don’t really want buckets, they want fixtures.
Current techniques for modeling and managing data are too rigid and incapable of describing all the possible relationships, like using a card catalog. We assume that the data model, the integration, and the use can be isolated from one another.
We Need to Establish Zones of Control

- Organization-wide data
- Division / department
- Workgroup
- Individual
Methods and architecture have to change along with tools and platforms
Bridge the data warehouse to other uses: SOA, not SQL
Don’t Pave the Cowpath
Give people their flying cars
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